WALL & FLOOR CASSETTE HOLDERS

FOR USE WITH NON-PBL SYSTEMS

COUNTERBALANCED - ONE HAND OPERATION
CHOICE OF WALL OR FLOOR MODELS
ADJUSTABLE FOR ALL CASSETTE SIZES
LOAD FROM EITHER SIDE

Here are simple, cost effective wall cassette holders certified for use in general purpose x-ray rooms that do not have PBL (Positive Beam Limitations) capability.

These counterbalanced, effortless all steel cassette holders are designed for ease of movement and finger tip adjustments. All models are supplied with a chin rest and a positive locking system.

Models 130A and 132 are adjustable to accept cassette sizes from 5”x7” up to 14”x17”. The model 131A will accept all sizes up to 14”x36”. All models also have independent adjustable grid channels.

The Floor Model Cassette Holder (model 132) uses model 130A mounted to a sturdy chrome plated steel vertical column and secured to a base constructed of heavy gauge steel with a non-slip rubber top. The base measures 14”W. x 19”L. x 2.5” H. The overall height of the complete unit is 73”.

Important Note: Regulations require that these cassette holders be removed from service should PBL be added to system at a later date.

Finish: light grey baked enamel with chrome plated steel tubes.

Optional Items: 133: A convenient height scale to assist in aligning X-Ray tube to cassette. (for model 130A only) (approx. ship. wt. 6 lbs.)